4-OUTPUT HDTV DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

This Package Contains:
- 4-Output HDTV Distribution Amplifier
- Power Supply for indoor use
- 40 in. Coax Cable

You May Need (not included):
- Screws and anchors for mounting
- Grounding Wire (especially if used outdoors)
- Power Inserter for outdoor installation
- 75 Ohm F-Termination Caps
(Order online: antennasdirect.com)

General Precautions:
- Once adapter is plugged into an outlet the amplifier is on, there is no power switch.
- Terminate any unused outputs with a 75 Ohm F Termination cap to prevent any unwanted signal reflections.

Indoor Installation:
- Make all the connections to the Distribution Amplifier before plugging it into an electrical outlet.
- Find a location to serve as a central distribution point.
- Mount the amplifier to a solid surface.
- Connect the Power Supply included in the box to the top left amp output labelled ‘POWER IN’ using a piece of 75 Ohm coaxial cable.
- Connect the cable coming from the antenna to the top right input labelled ‘RF IN’.
- Connect cables going to individual televisions to the each of the four outputs.
- Terminate any unused outputs with 75 Ohm F termination caps.
- Plug Power Supply into electrical outlet. Check to see if power LED on amp is illuminated.
Outdoor Installation or Installations with Remote Power Access:

For outdoor installation, we recommend using water sealing F connector boots or an outdoor weather resistant box. Make all the connections to the Distribution Amplifier before plugging it into an electrical outlet.

- Connect the ‘To AMP’ or ‘Power’ output on the Power Inserter (not included) to the ‘POWER IN/RF OUT’ output on the amp using a piece of 75 Ohm coaxial cable.
- Connect another length of 75 Ohm cable to the ‘TO RECEIVER’ or ‘RF’ output on the Power Inserter to one of the televisions.
- Connect the antenna coming into the home to the top right output labelled ‘RF IN’.
- Connect cables going to individual televisions to the outputs.
- Terminate any unused outputs with F connector terminators.
- Plug Power Supply into electrical outlet. Check to see if power on amplifier’s LED is illuminated.

**WARNING:** RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK. DO NOT OPEN THE HOUSING. DO NOT EXPOSE THE DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER TO WATER OR MOISTURE.

Antennas Direct® Inc.
Lifetime Limited Warranty

Antennas Direct® Inc. warrants this product against any defects in materials or workmanship for as long as you own the product. No warranty claim will be honored unless at the time the claim is made you present proof of purchase from an authorized Antennas Direct® Inc. dealer.

Antennas Direct® Inc. will either repair or replace the defective product at no charge to you. This warranty covers parts, but does not cover any costs incurred in removal or reinstallation of the product. This limited warranty does not apply if the product is damaged or fails from: misuse, improper installation, abuse, and modification of the product as originally manufactured by Antennas Direct® Inc.

Antennas Direct® Inc. will not assume any liabilities for any other warranties, expressed or implied by any other person. The foregoing shall be the sole and exclusive remedy of any person, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, and Antennas Direct® Inc. shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damage or commercial loss, or from any other loss or damage as set forth above.

If you would like more information about our quality products visit our website:

antennasdirect.com